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Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 2 1859-1865 (LOA #46) Abraham Lincoln 1989-10-01
Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest political leader. His
clear, beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever shaped the nation’s
understanding of its most terrible conflict. This volume, along with its companion, Abraham
Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever
published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other writings—including the
Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving condolence letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the
words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and redefined the Union.
Frederick Douglass and the Fourth of July James A. Colaiaco 2015-03-24 On July 5th, 1852,
Frederick Douglass, one of the greatest orators of all time, delivered what was arguably the
century's most powerful abolition speech. At a time of year where American freedom is celebrated
across the nation, Douglass eloquently summoned the country to resolve the contradiction between
slavery and the founding principles of our country. In this book, James A. Colaiaco vividly recreates
the turbulent historical context of Douglass' speech and delivers a colorful portrait of the country
in the turbulent years leading to the civil war. This book provides a fascinating new perspective on
a critical time in American history.
The Lion's Den (HB) Frank B. Atkinson 2020-01-07 The Lion’s Den (HB) By: Frank B. Atkinson The
Lion’s Den is essential reading for anyone whose confidence in American democracy has been
shaken by recent events. There is plenty to discourage and alarm us these days; the supply of
negative political role models, real and fictional, seems endless. Frank Atkinson leaves no doubt
that we can do better and be better. Just in time, it seems, he arrives with some exemplary political
characters, a powerfully uplifting story, and a summons to get to work restoring the ethic of
principled citizenship and service that reflects the ‘better angels of our nature’ and offers hope for
bringing Americans together again.” - LARRY J. SABATO, Director, UVA Center for Politics The
Lion’s Den offers a prescription for American renewal at a time of eroding confidence in our
political institutions and growing confusion about our national purpose. In Frank Atkinson’s
formulation, there are no quick fixes for our broken politics … no easy cure for what ails our
democracy. A republic’s community spirit and capacity for constructive self-governance depend on
a consensus about essential values and the active choice to practice, promote, and perpetuate
those values. The ethic of principled citizenship and service that Atkinson considers indispensable
for American renewal is not an inherited trait – like every ethic, it is a character requiring
cultivation. And it is strongest when grounded in personal faith and integrity … illuminated by
hard-learned lessons from history and experience … inspired by worthy human exemplars …
propelled by the optimistic pursuit of a “more perfect union” … and kindled in a culture of mutual
respect and forbearance guided by the “Golden Rule.” No starry-eyed idealist, Frank Atkinson’s
major nonfiction works – The Dynamic Dominion and Virginia in the Vanguard – turned a candid
lens on the hard-fought modern politics of his native state. In The Lion’s Den, he offers a
compelling fictional account of life in the political arena – at once a venue for selfless contribution

and palace of selfish ambition. Inspired by timeless lessons from the Book of Daniel, Madison’s
vision of competition and compromise, and the colorful politics of his contemporary
Commonwealth, Atkinson places his characters in a modern-day lion’s den where they grapple with
vexing moral and practical choices. But Atkinson’s players find the grace to come together ... and,
he suggests, so can we.
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 2 1859-1865 (LOA #46) Abraham Lincoln
1989-10-01 Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest
political leader. His clear, beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever
shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible conflict. This volume, along with its
companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most
comprehensive selection ever published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and
other writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving condolence
letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and
redefined the Union.
The Encyclopedia of Public Choice Charles Rowley 2004-07-06 The Encyclopedia provides a
detailed and comprehensive account of the subject known as public choice. However, the title
would not convey suf- ciently the breadth of the Encyclopedia’s contents which can be summarized
better as the fruitful interchange of economics, political science and moral philosophy on the basis
of an image of man as a purposive and responsible actor who pursues his own objectives as
efficiently as possible. This fruitful interchange between the fields outlined above existed during
the late eighteenth century during the brief period of the Scottish Enlightenment when such great
scholars as David Hume, Adam Ferguson and Adam Smith contributed to all these fields, and more.
However, as intell- tual specialization gradually replaced broad-based scholarship from the mnineteenth century onwards, it became increasingly rare to find a scholar making major
contributions to more than one. Once Alfred Marshall defined economics in neoclassical terms, as
a n- row positive discipline, the link between economics, political science and moral philosophy
was all but severed and economists redefined their role into that of ‘the humble dentist’ providing
technical economic information as inputs to improve the performance of impartial, benevolent and
omniscient governments in their attempts to promote the public interest. This indeed was the
dominant view within an economics profession that had become besotted by the economics of John
Maynard Keynes and Paul Samuelson immediately following the end of the Second World War.
Lincoln Chuck Wills 2020-10-13 This interactive biography of one of America's greatest presidents
covers the entire life of Abraham Lincoln and includes a host of family photographs, official
portraits, and other period ephemera, along with removable replicas of sketches, notes, and letters
from the president's collection. As you learn about his childhood and early political career and
then the turmoil of the Civil War and his assassination, you'll have access to a variety of historical
documents, maps, and illustrations. These include Lincoln's childhood notebook, marriage license,
his patent application, and the first piece of mail delivered by the Pony Express. This incredible
volume also features an envelope with fascinating extras, including a broadside offering rewards
for the capture of Lincoln's assassination conspirators and Lincoln's original handwritten copy of
the Emancipation Proclamation, issued on January 1, 1863, declaring "that all persons held as
slaves" within the rebellious areas "are, and henceforward shall be, free." Find yourself engulfed in
the history surrounding Lincoln's life with this well-researched and digestible account of America's
sixteenth president. Every Lincoln enthusiast should have this volume in their collection.
The Puritan Origins of American Patriotism George McKenna 2008-10-01 In this absorbing book,
George McKenna ranges across the entire panorama of American history to track the development
of American patriotism. That patriotism—shaped by Reformation Protestantism and imbued with
the American Puritan belief in a providential “errand”—has evolved over 350 years and influenced
American political culture in both positive and negative ways, McKenna shows. The germ of the
patriotism, an activist theology that stressed collective rather than individual salvation, began in
the late 1630s in New England and traveled across the continent, eventually becoming a national
phenomenon. Today, American patriotism still reflects its origins in the seventeenth century. By
encouraging cohesion in a nation of diverse peoples and inspiring social reform, American
patriotism has sometimes been a force for good. But the book also uncovers a darker side of the
nation’s patriotism—a prejudice against the South in the nineteenth century, for example, and a

tendency toward nativism and anti-Catholicism. Ironically, a great reversal has occurred, and today
the most fervent believers in the Puritan narrative are the former “outsiders”—Catholics and
Southerners. McKenna offers an interesting new perspective on patriotism’s role throughout
American history, and he concludes with trenchant thoughts on its role in the post-9/11 era.
Friends and Citizens Wilson C. McWilliams 2001 The prominent contributors in Friends and
Citizens examine the relationship between friendship and politics in American thought and
contend that democratic politics is incomplete without citizen friendship, and, similarly, friends
need political life to provide a framework for virtue. This volume honors Wilson Carey McWilliams,
a leading teacher and scholar of our time. Fourteen essays, by teachers, colleagues and students,
pay tribute to him as friend and citizen, and seek to share their understanding of McWilliams's
thinking through their own analyses of American political life. Friends and Citizens is rich in the
humor, insights, heritage, despair and hope that characterize the work of Carey McWilliams and
his unique vision of America's political promise. This is an important book for anyone interested in
modern politics.
The Irish in the American Civil War Damian Shiels 2013-02-13 Just under 200,000 Irishmen took
part in the American Civil War, making it one of the most significant conflicts in Irish history.
Hundreds of thousands more were affected away from the battlefield, both in the US and in Ireland
itself. The Irish contribution, however, is often only viewed through the lens of famous units such
as the Irish Brigade, but the real story is much more complex and fascinating. From the Tipperary
man who was the first man to die in the war, to the Corkman who was the last General mortally
wounded in action; from the flag bearer who saved his regimental colours at the cost of his arms,
to the Roscommon man who led the hunt for Abraham Lincoln’s assassin, what emerges in this
book is a catalogue of gallantry, sacrifice and bravery.
Over strategisch denken John Lewis Gaddis 2018-06-01 John Lewis Gaddis wordt gezien als de
meest vooraanstaande historicus van de Koude Oorlog en doceert over militaire- en politieke
strategie aan Yale. Hij begint deze masterclass in de antieke wereld en eindigt bij de Tweede
Wereldoorlog en beoordeelt de grootschalige strategische theorie van onder andere Herodotus,
Sun Tzu, Machiavelli en Von Clausewitz.
Under God Garry Wills 2013-05-28 In Under God, Pulitzer Prize winner and eminent political
observer Garry Wills sheds light on the frequent collision between American politics and American
religion. Beginning with the 1988 presidential contest, an election that included two ministers and
a senator accused of sin, award-winning author Garry Wills surveys the tapestry of American
history to show the continuity of present controversies with past religious struggles, and argues
that the secular standards of the Founding Fathers have been misunderstood. He shows that
despite reactionary fire-breathers and fanatics, religion has often been a progressive force in
American politics, and explains why the policy of a separate church and state has, ironically, made
the position of the church stronger. Marked by the extraordinary quality of observation that has
defined Will’s work, Under God is a rich, original look at why religion and politics will never be
separate in the United States.
Democracy Reborn Garrett Epps 2013-07-30 A riveting narrative of the adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment, an act which revolutionized the U.S. constitution and shaped the nation's destiny in
the wake of the Civil War Though the end of the Civil War and Lincoln's Emancipation
Proclamation inspired optimism for a new, happier reality for blacks, in truth the battle for equal
rights was just beginning. Andrew Johnson, Lincoln's successor, argued that the federal
government could not abolish slavery. In Johnson's America, there would be no black voting, no
civil rights for blacks. When a handful of men and women rose to challenge Johnson, the stage was
set for a bruising constitutional battle. Garrett Epps, a novelist and constitutional scholar, takes
the reader inside the halls of the Thirty-ninth Congress to witness the dramatic story of the
Fourteenth Amendment's creation. At the book's center are a cast of characters every bit as
fascinating as the Founding Fathers. Thaddeus Stevens, Charles Sumner, Frederick Douglass,
Susan B. Anthony, among others, understood that only with the votes of freed blacks could the
American Republic be saved. Democracy Reborn offers an engrossing account of a definitive
turning point in our nation's history and the significant legislation that reclaimed the democratic
ideal of equal rights for all U.S. citizens.
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1859-1865 Don E. Fehrenbacher 2008-12-26 Abraham

Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest political leader. His clear,
beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever shaped the nation’s
understanding of its most terrible conflict. This volume, along with its companion, Abraham
Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever
published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other writings—including the
Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving condolence letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the
words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and redefined the Union. LIBRARY OF
AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our
nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America’s best and
most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date,
authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and
ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Making the Case Kathryn M. Olson 2012-11-01 In an era when the value of the humanities and
qualitative inquiry has been questioned in academia and beyond, Making the Case is an engaging
and timely collection that brings together a veritable who’s who of public address scholars to
illustrate the power of case-based scholarly argument and to demonstrate how critical inquiry into
a specific moment speaks to general contexts and theories. Providing both a theoretical framework
and a wealth of historically situated texts, Making the Case spans from Homeric Greece to twentyfirst-century America. The authors examine the dynamic interplay of texts and their concomitant
rhetorical situations by drawing on a number of case studies, including controversial constitutional
arguments put forward by activists and presidents in the nineteenth century, inventive economic
pivots by Franklin Roosevelt and Alan Greenspan, and the rhetorical trajectory and method of
Barack Obama.
Prairie Fires Caroline Fraser 2017-11-23 WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE WINNER OF THE
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD SHORTLISTED FOR THE CUNDILL HISTORY PRIZE
'Just as gripping as the original novels . . . As pacy and vivid as one of Wilder's own narratives, this
surprising biography is immensely revealing both about Wilder and about America's founding
myths' Sunday Times '"Little House" devotees will appreciate the extraordinary care and energy
Fraser devotes to uncovering the details of a life that has been expertly veiled by myth' New York
Times Book Review Millions of readers of the 'Little House' books believe they know Laura Ingalls
Wilder - the pioneer girl who survived blizzards and near-starvation on the Great Plains as her
family chased their American dream. But the true story of her life has never been fully told.
Drawing on unpublished manuscripts, letters, diaries and public records, Caroline Fraser
masterfully fills in the gaps in Wilder's biography, uncovering the grown-up story behind the bestloved childhood epic of pioneer life. Set against nearly a century of unimaginable change, from the
Homestead Act and the Indian Wars to the Dust Bowl and the Great Depression, Wilder's life was
full of drama and adversity. Settling on the frontier amid land-rush speculation, her family endured
Biblical tribulations of locusts and drought, poverty and want, before she left at the age of
eighteen to marry Almanzo. This is where the books end, but there is so much more to tell; deep in
debt after a series of personal tragedies, Laura and Almanzo uprooted themselves once again,
crisscrossing the country, taking menial jobs to support the family. In middle age, she began
writing a farm advice column, prodded by her journalist daughter Rose. And at the age of sixty,
fearing the loss of almost everything in the Depression, she turned to children's books, recasting
her extraordinarily difficult childhood as a triumphal vision of homesteading - achieving fame and
fortune in the process. Laura Ingalls Wilder's life is one of the most astonishing rags-to-riches
stories in American letters. Offering fresh insight and new discoveries, Prairie Fires reveals the
complex woman who defined the American pioneer character, and whose artful blend of fact and
fiction grips us to this day.
Constitutional Redemption Jack M. Balkin 2011-09-09 Political constitutions are compromises
with injustice. What makes the U.S. Constitution legitimate is Americans’ faith that the
constitutional system can be made “a more perfect union.” Balkin argues that the American
constitutional project is based in hope and a narrative of shared redemption, and its destiny is still
over the horizon.
Lincoln's Notebooks Dan Tucker 2017-08-08 A unique collection of the public and private words
and thoughts of one of American's greatest presidents. In addition to being one of the most

admired and successful politicians in history, Abraham Lincoln was also a gifted writer whose
speeches, eulogies, and addresses are both quoted often and easily recognizable all around the
world. Arranged chronologically into topics such as family and friends, the law, politics and the
presidency, story-telling, religion, and morality, Lincoln's Notebooks includes his famous letters to
Ulysses S. Grant, Horace Greeley, and Henry Pierce, as well as personal letters to Mary Todd
Lincoln and his note to Mrs. Bixby, the mother who lost five sons during the Civil War. Also
included are full texts of the Gettysburg Address, the Emancipation Proclamation, both of Lincoln's
inaugural addresses, and his famous "A House Divided" speech. Additionally, rarely seen writings
like poetry he composed as teenager give insight into Lincoln's personality and private life. Richly
illustrated with seventy-five photographs, facsimiles of letters, and more, plus commentary
throughout by Dan Tucker and a foreword by Lincoln expert Harold Holzer, Lincoln's Notebooks is
an intimate look at this esteemed historical figure.
Charisma, Medieval and Modern Peter Iver Kaufman 2018-10-08 This book is a printed edition of
the Special Issue "Charisma, Medieval and Modern" that was published in Religions
Lincoln and Liberty Lucas E. Morel 2015-01-20 Since Abraham Lincoln's death, generations of
Americans have studied his life, presidency, and leadership, often remaking him into a figure
suited to the needs and interests of their own time. This illuminating volume takes a different
approach to his political thought and practice. Here, a distinguished group of contributors argue
that Lincoln's relevance today is best expressed by rendering an accurate portrait of him in his own
era. They seek to understand Lincoln as he understood himself and as he attempted to make his
ideas clear to his contemporaries. What emerges is a portrait of a prudent leader who is driven to
return the country to its original principles in order to conserve it. The contributors demonstrate
that, far from advocating an expansion of government beyond its constitutional limits, Lincoln
defended both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. In his introduction, Justice
Clarence Thomas discusses how Lincoln used the ideological and structural underpinnings of those
founding documents to defeat slavery and secure the liberties that the Republic was established to
protect. Other chapters reveal how Lincoln upheld the principle of limited government even as he
employed unprecedented war powers. Featuring contributions from leading scholars such as
Michael Burlingame, Allen C. Guelzo, Fred Kaplan, and Matthew Pinsker, this innovative collection
presents fresh perspectives on Lincoln both as a political thinker and a practical politician. Taken
together, these essays decisively demonstrate that the most iconic American president still has
much to teach the modern-day student of politics.
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 2 1859-1865 (LOA #46) Abraham Lincoln
1989-10-01 Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest
political leader. His clear, beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever
shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible conflict. This volume, along with its
companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most
comprehensive selection ever published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and
other writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving condolence
letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and
redefined the Union. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization
founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently
in print, America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more
than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth
covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will
last for centuries.
Presidential Leadership and African Americans George R. Goethals 2015-03-24 Presidential
Leadership and African Americans examines the leadership styles of eight American presidents and
shows how the decisions made by each affected the lives and opportunities of the nation’s black
citizens. Beginning with George Washington and concluding with the landmark election of Barack
Obama, Goethals traces the evolving attitudes and morality that influenced the actions of each
president on matters of race, and shows how their personal backgrounds as well as their individual
historical, economic, and cultural contexts combined to shape their values, judgments, and
decisions, and ultimately their leadership, regarding African Americans.
With Liberty and Justice for All? Steven A. Steinbach 2022-06-10 'With Liberty and Justice for All?'

is designed to help teachers and students generate analysis and debate in our nation's classrooms
about an aspect of US history that has produced intense disagreements about rights and wrongs:
constitutional history. For more than two centuries, Americans have argued about what the US
Constitution permits or requires (or not), and what values and ideals it enshrines (or not) - indeed,
who is to be included (or not) in the very definition of 'We the People.' This book provides
abundant resources to explore key moments of debate about the Constitution and its meaning,
focusing on fundamental questions of citizenship and rights.
Why Moralize upon It? Brian Danoff 2020-08-15 Franklin Delano Roosevelt famously declared that
“the greatest duty of a statesman is to educate." The central claim of Why Moralize upon It? is that
it is not only statesmen who can help educate a democratic citizenry, but also novelists and
filmmakers. This book’s title is drawn from Melville’s “Benito Cereno.” Near the end of this
novella, after he has put down a rebellion of enslaved Africans, the American captain Amasa Delano
claims that “the past is passed,” and thus there is no need to “moralize upon it.” Melville suggests,
though, that it is crucial for Americans to critically examine American history and American
political institutions; otherwise, they may be blind to the existence of injustices which will
ultimately undermine democracy. Danoff argues that novels and films play a crucial role in helping
democratic citizens undertake the kind of moral reflection that they must engage in if they are to
not only preserve their political community, but also render it “forever worthy of the saving,” as
Abraham Lincoln put it. Contending that some of the most profound American thinking about the
nature of democratic leadership has come through novels more so than treatises or essays, Danoff
argues that the works of fiction examined in this book explore difficult questions rather than
provide any easy answers. Because these works have an ambiguous, nuanced, and tragic outlook,
they teach citizen-readers how to think through the moral complexities of the political issues on
which they must render judgment. The rich and multi-faceted democratic education that citizens
glean from outstanding works of fiction is particularly necessary at a time when the medialandscape is often dominated by superficial “viral moments,” “sound-bites,” and social media
posts. Moreover, given that we today live in an era of sharp political polarization in which partisans
often demonize one another, it is especially valuable for Americans to be exposed to literary and
cinematic works of art which remind us that none of us have a monopoly on virtue, and that all of
us inhabit what Melville called “the common continent of men.”
Lincoln & Davis Augustin Stucker 2011-11-08 The story of Jefferson Davis and Abraham Lincoln is
the story of the United States, and without either of their lives and influence we would not be the
nation we are today. They were born within 9 months and 100 miles of each other in Kentucky log
cabins. Their parallel lives from that point forward were eerily similar in spite of Davis remaining a
life-long Southerner and Lincoln moving to and settling in Illinois. Each man had cold, emotionally
distant fathers, both lost their first loves to disease within one month of each other, married strong
Southern women much younger than themselves, and lost young sons while Presidents of the
Union and the Confederacy. Both men were ambitious and drawn to the world of politics where
Davis, an ardent slaveholder and state rights leader and Lincoln, seeking to limit and eradicate
slavery, worked tirelessly to avoid Civil War up to the moment of Southern secession. Finally,
Lincoln and Davis were each considered martyrs after leading their nations through the conclusion
of the Civil War. This is their compelling story, including comparing the stark political events of
their era to those being replayed across todays America. For more information about the book
and/or the author please visit www.lincolnanddavis.com.
Imperfect Presidents Jim Cullen 2007-03-20 When people make bad decisions, odd remarks, and
just plain silly mistakes, the results are sure to haunt them. But when these things happen to the
president of the United States, they can change the course of history. In this clever portrait of the
American presidency, Jim Cullen takes ten presidents down from their pedestals by examining key
missteps in their careers--and how they transcended them. Examples include Abraham Lincoln
smearing a preacher and rediscovering his religious vision in emancipating slaves; Lyndon
Johnson's electoral fraud in his 1948 Senate race and his role in the signing of the Voting Rights
Act; and Ronald Reagan's subversion of the Constitution in the Iran-Contra affair and affirmation
of world peace in helping bring about the end of the Cold War. Targeting Republicans and
Democrats alike, Cullen's insights are surprisingly timely and hugely entertaining.
Lincoln's Sword Douglas L. Wilson 2011-11-02 Widely considered in his own time as a genial but

provincial lightweight who was out of place in the presidency, Abraham Lincoln astonished his
allies and confounded his adversaries by producing a series of speeches and public letters so
provocative that they helped revolutionize public opinion on such critical issues as civil liberties,
the use of black soldiers, and the emancipation of slaves. This is a brilliant and unprecedented
examination of how Lincoln used the power of words to not only build his political career but to
keep the country united during the Civil War.
Liberalism with Honor Sharon R. Krause 2002-04-15 Why do men and women sometimes risk
everything to defend their liberties? What motivates principled opposition to the abuse of power?
In Liberalism with Honor, Sharon Krause explores honor as a motive for risky and difficult forms of
political action. She shows the sense of honor to be an important source of such action and a
spring of individual agency more generally. Krause traces the genealogy of honor, including its ties
to conscientious objection and civil disobedience, beginning in old-regime France and culminating
in the American civil rights movement. She examines the dangers intrinsic to honor and the
tensions between honor and modern democracy, but demonstrates that the sense of honor has
supported political agency in the United States from the founders to democratic reformers such as
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Martin Luther King, Jr. Honor continues to hold interest and
importance today because it combines self-concern and personal ambition with principled higher
purposes, and so challenges the disabling dichotomy between self-interest and self-sacrifice that
currently pervades both political theory and American public life.
The Disuniting of America: Reflections on a Multicultural Society (Revised and Enlarged Edition)
Arthur Meier Schlesinger 1998-09-17 The New York Times bestseller that reminded us what it
means to be an American is more timely than ever in this updated and enlarged edition, including
"Schlesinger's Syllabus," an annotated reading list of core books on the American experience. The
classic image of the American nation — a melting pot in which differences of race, wealth, religion,
and nationality are submerged in democracy — is being replaced by an orthodoxy that celebrates
difference and abandons assimilation. While this upsurge in ethnic awareness has had many
healthy consequences in a nation shamed by a history of prejudice, the cult of ethnicity, if pressed
too far, threatens to fragment American society to a dangerous degree. Two-time Pulitzer Prize
winner in history and adviser to the Kennedy and other administrations, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.,
is uniquely positioned to wave the caution flag in the race to a politics of identity. Using a broader
canvas in this updated and expanded edition, he examines the international dimension and the
lessons of one polyglot country after another tearing itself apart or on the brink of doing so:
among them the former Yugoslavia, Nigeria, even Canada. Closer to home, he finds troubling new
evidence that multiculturalism gone awry here in the United States threatens to do the same. "One
of the most devastating and articulate attacks on multiculturalism yet to appear."—Wall Street
Journal "A brilliant book . . . we owe Arthur Schlesinger a great debt of gratitude."—C. Vann
Woodward, New Republic
The Speeches and Writings of Abraham Lincoln Abraham Lincoln 2018 The definitive Library of
America edition of Lincoln's essential writings, now in a deluxe two-volume boxed set. Abraham
Lincoln, America's heroic Civil War president, was also the greatest writer ever to occupy the White
House. His addresses at Gettysburg and at his inaugurals, his presidential messages and public
lectures, are an essential record of the war and have forever shaped the nation's memories of it.
This deluxe two-volume boxed set gathers Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832-1858 and
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1859-1865, first published in 1990, which together have
been hailed as "the best selection of Lincoln's writings available today, perhaps the best ever"
(Christian Science Monitor). Edited by the late historian Don E. Fehrenbacher, these two books
include all Lincoln's significant works from the entirety of his public life, including both sides of
the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, dozens of speeches, hundreds of personal and political
letters, communications to the generals in the field, presidential messages and proclamations,
poems, and private reflections on democracy, slavery, and the meaning of the Civil War's immense
suffering. This is the definitive Lincoln for the general reader, "a momentous and thrilling addition
to any private library" in the words of the great literary critic Alfred Kazin. LIBRARY OF AMERICA
is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation's literary
heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America's best and most significant
writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative

editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon
markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Social Science Quotations Robert Merton 2018-04-27 Social Science Quotations has been prepared
to meet an evident, unmet need in the literature of the social sciences. Writings on the lives and
theories of individual social scientists abound, but there has been no fully documented collection
of memorable quotations from the social sciences as a whole. The frequent use of quotations in
scientific as well as literary writings that are mere summaries or paraphrases typically fail to
capture the full force of formulations that have made quotations memorable. This book of
quotations invites the further reading or rereading of the original texts, beyond the quotations
themselves. Sills and Merton draw extensively upon the writings that constitute the historical core
of the social sciences and social thought; those works with staying power often described as the
"classical texts." Many quotations have been drawn from these classical texts because the
quotations contain memorable ideas memorably expressed. Both consequential and memorable,
these words have been quoted over the generations, entering into the collective memory of social
scientists everywhere and at times diffusing into popular thought and into the vernacular as well.
This book is useful to social scientists, anthropologists, economists, historians, political scientists,
psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists and statisticians, and for all who want to learn or verify
memorable formulations and phrases concerning social thought and social theories. It is
particularly useful for graduate students taking courses that examine the history of their
discipline.
The Slaveholding Republic the late Don E. Fehrenbacher 2002-12-19 Many leading historians have
argued that the Constitution of the United States was a proslavery document. But in The
Slaveholding Republic, one of America's most eminent historians refutes this claim in a landmark
history that stretches from the Continental Congress to the Presidency of Abraham Lincoln.
Fehrenbacher shows that the Constitution itself was more or less neutral on the issue of slavery
and that, in the antebellum period, the idea that the Constitution protected slavery was hotly
debated (many Northerners would concede only that slavery was protected by state law, not by
federal law). Nevertheless, he also reveals that U.S. policy abroad and in the territories was
consistently proslavery. Fehrenbacher makes clear why Lincoln's election was such a shock to the
South and shows how Lincoln's approach to emancipation, which seems exceedingly cautious by
modern standards, quickly evolved into a "Republican revolution" that ended the anomaly of the
United States as a "slaveholding republic."
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 2 1859-1865 (LOA #46) Abraham Lincoln
1989-10-01 Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest
political leader. His clear, beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever
shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible conflict. This volume, along with its
companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most
comprehensive selection ever published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and
other writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving condolence
letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and
redefined the Union. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization
founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently
in print, America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more
than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth
covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will
last for centuries.
A More Perfect Union Jesse L. Jackson Jr. 2021-11-12 Race, from the beginning and more than any
other element, has shaped America's institutions, its economics, politics, laws, social structures,
and political attitudes. Congressman Jackson considers race to be the focal point of America
through the language of the economy because "the economy is the hearing aid through which
Americans hear all political dialogue." In this thought provoking work, Jackson provides ample
documentation and insightful analysis of the inextricable link between race and economics. More
important Jackson proposes a radical economic strategy and program of new human rights that
would build A More Perfect Union for all Americans and put them in a better position to come to
grips with this enduring American legacy.

Abraham Lincoln: Selected Speeches and Writings Abraham Lincoln 2009-07-30 The most
essential writings of America’s heroic Civil War president, complete with detailed notes, a
chronology of Lincoln’s life and political career, and an introduction by the novelist Gore Vidal
Ranging from finely honed legal argument to wry and some sometimes savage humor to private
correspondence and political rhetoric of unsurpassed grandeur, the writings collected in this
volume are at once a literary testament of the greatest writer ever to occupy the White House and a
documentary history of America in Abraham Lincoln's time. They record Lincoln's campaigns for
public office; the evolution of his stand against slavery; his electrifying debates with Stephen
Douglas; his conduct of the Civil War; and the great public utterances of his presidency, including
the Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address. Library of America Paperback Classics
feature authoritative texts drawn from the acclaimed Library of America series and introduced by
today's most distinguished scholars and writers. The contents of this Paperback Classic are drawn
from Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832- 1858 and Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and
Writings 1859-1865, volumes number 45 and 46 in the Library of America series. They are joined in
the series by a companion volume, number 192s, The Lincoln Anthology: Great Writers on his Life
and Legacy from 1860 to Now.
The War on Words Michael T. Gilmore 2010-08-15 How did slavery and race impact American
literature in the nineteenth century? In this ambitious book, Michael T. Gilmore argues that they
were the carriers of linguistic restriction, and writers from Frederick Douglass to Stephen Crane
wrestled with the demands for silence and circumspection that accompanied the antebellum fear of
disunion and the postwar reconciliation between the North and South. Proposing a radical new
interpretation of nineteenth-century American literature, The War on Words examines struggles
over permissible and impermissible utterance in works ranging from Thoreau’s “Civil
Disobedience” to Henry James’s The Bostonians. Combining historical knowledge with
groundbreaking readings of some of the classic texts of the American past, The War on Words
places Lincoln’s Cooper Union address in the same constellation as Margaret Fuller’s feminism and
Thomas Dixon’s defense of lynching. Arguing that slavery and race exerted coercive pressure on
freedom of expression, Gilmore offers here a transformative study that alters our understanding of
nineteenth-century literary culture and its fraught engagement with the right to speak.
New York's Grand Emancipation Jubilee Alan J. Singer 2018-04-25 Examines slavery, abolition, and
race in the United States with a special focus on New York State. In this book Alan J. Singer
discusses the history of race and racism in the United States, emphasizing the continuing
significance of slaverys past in shaping our present. Each chapter addresses a different theme in
the history of slavery and the abolitionist struggle in the United States, with a focus on events and
debates in New York State. Chapters examine the founders of the new nation and their views on
slavery and equality; African American resistance; how abolitionists moved from the margins to the
center of political debate; key players in the anti-slavery struggle such as David Ruggles, Solomon
Northup, Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, William Seward, and Abraham Lincoln; celebrations
of freedom; as well as ongoing racism. Interspersed throughout the text are teaching notes that
explore primary source documents and resources. The book draws on the latest scholarship to
address and correct historical myths about both New York State before, during, and after the
American Civil War, especially the pro-slavery, anti-civil rights stance of New York Copperhead
Democrats in Congress, and the crucial role of Black and White abolitionists in ending slavery in
the United States and challenging racial injustice. New Yorks Grand Emancipation Jubilee is not
only an effort to include more African Americans as historical actors and celebrate their activism
and achievements, but to provide an opportunity to analyze historical moments for change, explore
their dynamic, and discover the conditions that make some of them successful. The books
greatest strength is that it situates the activism of New Yorks black abolitionists in the larger
abolition movement. It is particularly nice to see prominent African Americans chronicled in a
single book. Additionally, this work will make it easier for both secondary and college-level
instructors to teach about the importance of African-American abolitionists in helping to put an
end to slavery.  Jane Dabel, author of A Respectable Woman: The Public Roles of African
American Women in 19th-Century New York
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 1 1832-1858 (LOA #45) Abraham Lincoln
1989-10-01 Abraham Lincoln measured the promise—and cost—of American freedom in lucid and

extraordinarily moving prose, famous for its native wit, simple dignity of expressions, and
peculiarly American flavor. This volume, with its companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and
Writing 1859–1865, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published. over 240
speeches, letters, and drafts take Lincoln from rural law practice to national prominence, and
chart his emergence as an eloquent antislavery advocate and defender of the constitution. included
are the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, perhaps the most famous confrontation in American
political history. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded
in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print,
America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300
volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers,
sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for
centuries.
Conceptions of Leadership Scott T. Allison 2014-12-04 An exploration of both classic and
contemporary conceptions of leadership, focusing on social psychological approaches to central
questions such as the way people think about leaders and leadership, the personality attributes of
leaders, power and influence, trust, and the qualities that sustain positive relationships between
leaders and followers.
Beautiful Country Burn Again Ben Fountain 2018-11-01 As Ben Fountain sees it, the United States
is facing its third existential crisis. The first was the struggle over slavery, culminating in the Civil
War. The second was the Great Depression, the worst economic downturn in the history of the
industrialised world, which brought about the New Deal. The third, is Donald Trump. But how will
it end? Taking in America's love affair with firearms, celebrity culture, Russia, Obamacare, Hillary
Clinton and, of course, Trump himself, Beautiful Country Burn Again explores how the United
States reached a new crisis point and asks how America really can be great again.
Progressive Conservatism F.H. Buckley 2022-07-12 The Republican Party must return to its roots
as a progressive conservative party that defends the American Dream, the idea that whoever you
are, you can get ahead and know that your children will have it better than you did. It must show
how the Democrats have become the party of inequality and immobility and that they created what
structural racism exists through their unjust education, immigration, and job-killing policies.
Republicans must seek to drain the swamp by limiting the clout of lobbyists and interest groups.
They must also be nationalists, and as American nationalism is defined by the liberal nationalism
of our founders, the party must reject the illiberalism of extremists on the Left and Right. As
progressives, Republicans must also recognize nationalism’s leftward gravitational force and the
way in which it demands that the party serve the common good through policies that protect the
less fortunate among our countrymen. At a time when the Left asks us to scorn our country,
Republicans must also be the conservative party that defends our families, the nobility of American
ideals, and the founders’ republican virtues. By championing these policies, the Republicans will
retain the new voters Trump brought to the GOP as well as those who left the party because of him.
And as progressive conservatives, the GOP will become America’s natural governing party.
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